The mechanism of stimulation of respiration by fatty acids in isolated hepatocytes.
Addition of fatty acids to isolated hepatocytes raised respiration rate by 92% and raised mitochondrial membrane potential (delta psi m) in situ from 155 to 162 mV suggesting that the increased fuel supply had a greater effect on respiration rate than any increases in processes that consumed mitochondrial protonmotive force (delta p). The relationship between delta psi m and respiration rate was changed by addition of fatty acids or lactate, showing that there was also stimulation of delta p-consuming reactions. In the presence of oligomycin the relationship between delta psi m and respiration rate was unaffected by substrate addition, showing that the kinetics of delta p consumption by the H+ leak across the mitochondrial inner membrane were unchanged. The stimulation of delta p consumers by fatty acids therefore must be in the pathways of ATP synthesis and turnover. Inhibition of several candidate ATP-consuming reactions had little effect on basal or fatty acid-stimulated respiration, and the nature of the ATP turnover reactions in hepatocytes remains speculative. We conclude that fatty acids (and other substrates) stimulate respiration in hepatocytes in two distinct ways. They provide substrate for the electron transport chain, raising delta p and increasing the non-ohmic proton leak across the mitochondrial inner membrane and the rate of oxygen consumption. They also directly stimulate an unidentified delta p-consuming reaction in the cytoplasm. They do not work by uncoupling or by stimulation of intramitochondrial ATP-turnover reactions.